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Aether Mobile, an MVNO who offers first class mobile/cell service in over 200 countries for voice 
and SMS, with 3G data services available in 135 countries, have extended their service to business 
users worldwide. 
 
Many business travellers worldwide rely heavily on their mobile/cell phone to keep in touch with 
colleagues, customers and suppliers whilst travelling abroad but often avoid using it too often due to 
fear of bill shock.  By switching to Aether Mobile for international travel, mobile users do not have to 
carry numerous handsets, continuously swap SIM cards, use high cost hotel phones, or the 
alternative of switching their handset off through fear of high roaming charges.  With businesses 
under pressure to reduce roaming charges whilst abroad, not only does this mean that business is 
deemed more difficult through a lower rate of contact, but also customers are missing out due to 
reduced contact. 
 
Aether Mobile not only offers genuine savings of between 50-90% compared to main network 
operators worldwide, but it also enables subscribers to receive free incoming calls in 80 countries.  A 
full 3G data service is available in 135 countries, slashing roaming charges for business people for all 
services they need when they travel abroad.  The SIM cards work in the majority of unlocked 
handsets including the latest smartphones. 
 
Aether Mobile provides business travellers with a solution to cover all their roaming needs.  Most 
networks provide their customers with a SIM which offers a single identity, however, Aether Mobile 
offers multiple identities providing further benefits to their customers.  Our new generation SIM 
card offers two SIMS in one; the standard sized mini SIM, plus the micro SIM which fits most 
iPhones, iPads and smartphones. 
 
About Aether Mobile 
Aether Mobile, launched in 2009, offers a low cost roaming mobile service to personal and business 
customers worldwide.  The service works in over 200 countries worldwide, and has network 
agreements with over 560 networks, we offer greater coverage than many other Tier 1 Network 
Operators. 
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